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Abstract. We present a model of opinion and attitude dynamics that incorporates multi-dimensionality of a single attitude, i.e. attitudes are composed of evaluations of several features. We include selective exposure that is modeled as a hierarchical version of the bounded confidence model. Individuals adapt their feature evaluations if their attitudes and the respective feature evaluation are sufficiently close. We show that this model can explain a balancing principle, such that features associated with the same object tend to be evaluated similarly. We also show that such individuals can get more extreme despite they might even interact only with agents that have less extreme attitudes.

1 Introduction

An ‘attitude is a psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating a particular entity with some degree of favor or disfavor’ (Eagle & Chaiken, 1993). If the ‘entity’ is a behavior, then an attitude can be considered as an individual’s tendency to engage in a specific behavior. Thus, attitudes have been at the heart of models that predict behavior of people. Behaviors of interest are, e.g., buying decisions by consumers, voting behavior, or the adoption of new technologies by firms. Hence, there are many models that describe and explore processes of attitude formation. While some models focus on how single individuals form their opinions in response to specific stimuli, other models focus on social processes of opinion formation. This article focuses on how attitudes evolve in groups of interacting individuals.

Simple models on interacting individuals and resulting changes in attitudes were studied by Festinger (1950), French (1956), Latané et al. (1994), Deffuant et al. (2000), Hegselmann and Krause (2002), Galam (2002), and others. A basic assumption is that interacting and especially communicating individuals mutually affect their attitudes. Regarding communicating individuals there has also been some work on explaining why individuals do not tell others their true attitudes (e.g., Kuran, 1987). Thus, there might be a gap between an individual’s attitude, as the mental state, and his expressed opinion as element of communication. As Urbig (2003) argues such differences might also be caused by
limitations inherent in languages or mechanisms used for communication. Because we are not concerned with biases of the attitude–opinion relation we use the terms opinion and attitude as synonyms throughout this text. Furthermore, these communication processes are moderated by selective exposure, which describes a mechanism where people tend to maintain their beliefs by exposing themselves to information supporting their beliefs.

Models of attitude and opinion dynamics as introduced by Nowak et al. (1990), Hegselmann and Krause (2002), and Deffuant et al. (2000) represent some of the more simplistic approaches; but they allow for a clear analysis and understanding of the fundamental dynamics. A more complex model of consumer behavior involving attitudes has been introduced by Jager (2000). From my point of view, taking the simple models as starting point and increasing complexity step by step enables us to keep track of the sources of complexity and of specific dynamics and thus allow to include only those elements that have large effects (see Hegselmann, 2004). Most simple models of opinion dynamics in groups of interacting individuals consider an individual's opinion as a one-dimensional value, either binary as good or bad opinion, or with a finite number of stages between the extremes, or as a continuum between extreme values (see Hegselmann & Krause, 2002, Weisbuch et al., 2002). Sometimes such models also include uncertainty about the opinion (see for example Amblard et al., 2003). The idea of selective exposure is included in these models as bounded confidence or relative agreement, i.e. individuals only others if their attitudes towards the object under consideration are sufficiently close.

One-dimensional approaches to attitudes and opinions are beneficial for understanding basic dynamics, but it is questionable whether they can capture the complex dynamics displayed by opinion dynamics in real settings. For instance, when analyzing the diffusion of innovative products or the acceptance of complex programs of political parties it is somewhat heroic to assume that people either agree on all aspects or on no aspect, as it would be implied by one-dimensional approaches. According to consumer theory and psychological attitude theory a one-dimensional approach seems to be inappropriate. According to this research stream an attitude is composed of different impressions that themselves are composed of two elements: beliefs (also called cognitions) about the presence of some attributes and evaluations of these attributes (Ajzen, 1991). In fact, we end up with a qualitative distinction between knowledge and evaluations and a multidimensionality regarding a set of attributes related to an entity. This multidimensionality is at the core of most of the reliable approaches to attitude measurement (Ajzen, 2002). While the distinction between beliefs and evaluations might be questioned, even competing approaches to measurement of attitudes keep the multidimensional nature (see Trommsdorff, 1998). Measuring attitudes gets important when linking simulations to real measured data. Altogether, multidimensionality, but also – to a smaller extend – the distinction between evaluations and cognitions seem to be very general though relevant concepts. Although such a compositional approach to attitudes finally results in a one-dimensional attitude, we will see that an explicit modeling of the different
dimensions enables a modeling of a more differentiated and from our point of view more realistic communication process.

There are several attempts to include multi-dimensionality into simple models of opinion dynamics. But unfortunately the multi-dimensionality is then interpreted as a set of opinions instead of several elements of the same opinion or attitude. Deffuant et al. (2000), Weisbuch et al. (2002), as well as Fortunato et al. (2005) consider a vectors of binary values as a set of opinions toward different objects. Lorenz (2003) investigates a model of $n$-dimensional vectors of real values, where the real values represent the amount of money allocated to $n$ projects. In Lorenz’s model agents interact and adapt their opinions if the Euclidian distance of these opinions is smaller than a constant, which is a possible extension of the Bounded confidence concept by Hegselmann and Krause (2002) and similarly by Fortunato et al. (2005). These models assume an all-or-nothing strategy for adapting to other’s opinions, which means that either all dimensions are adapted or no dimension. This is not plausible from my point of view because individuals might be willing to adapt in one dimension while at the same time they strongly resist any adaptation in another dimension.

Furthermore, for determining the condition for an effective interaction agents evaluate their whole vectors of opinions and not only their own but also the whole vector of their current communication partner. From my point of view this extensive comparison of all elements is a strong weakness of these models because it requires an extensive interaction even with those partners that differ extremely; one needs this extensive comparison just to figure out that they actually differ to such a large degree. It seems more plausible that there is some comparable aggregate or placeholder (aggregated evaluation or signal for group membership in cultural models) that finally determines if individuals get involved into a deeper discussion or reject any discussion and therefore get away being unaffected by each other without having had a deep interaction on the mutual differences.

In this article we want to incrementally develop a model of dynamics of structured attitudes that gets closer to psychological attitude theory, i.e. to the model of Fishbein and Ajzen (Ajzen, 1991). Still we are aware that this will only be an inspiration by psychological theory but not an implementation of the theory on attitudes, given that a consistent theory exists at all. Our general approach, which can be labeled as hierarchical selective exposure or hierarchical bounded confidence approach, can be described as follows:

*Having first just a general interaction about the attitude regarding an object under consideration an interaction continues only in case of a sufficient closeness. If they continue they may talk about the different attributes related to the object. At this level they may again be bounded in their predisposition to consider their peer’s opinion seriously.*

All together, there are different interpretations of vectors of opinions, but as far as we know there are only two interpretations that refer to structured attitudes or opinions, where the attitude is an aggregate of multiple dimensions that might be adapted independently, namely Urbig and Malitz (2005) and Deffuant and Huet (2007). The first paper is on an agent-based simulation of a preliminary
version of the model presented here. The latter article introduces a model that assumes that a ‘filter’ selects only important features with a higher threshold of importance when the attitude about the feature is incongruent with the global attitude about the object. Furthermore, individuals transmit only features that are congruent with their global attitude. It turns out that in such cases the sequence of perceiving information is highly significant for the overall evolution of attitudes. However, this model deviates in its basic structure significantly from the idea of continuous opinion dynamics.

2 Model

Let \( a_{i,t} \in \mathbb{R}_{[0,1]} \) be the attitude of agent \( i \in \{1...N\} \) regarding a focal object at time \( t \). The attitude is composed of a set of impressions \( e_{i,k,t} \in \mathbb{R}_{[0,1]} \), which are in fact evaluated features comprising an evaluative component and a belief component about the presence of some feature. The attitude is a summary evaluation of all features. We normalize the attitude by dividing it by the number of features.

\[
a_{i,t} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{K} e_{i,k,t}
\]  

(1)

In every step \( t \) an agent \( i \) interacts with a randomly chosen agent \( j \). If they both adapt their attitudes and thus adapt on at least one feature evaluation, then they are considered as interacting effectively. The condition of interacting effectively on feature \( k \) is indicated by \( ef_k(i,j) \in \{0,1\} \), which gives 1 for effective interaction and 0 otherwise. This function is symmetric, \( ef_k(i,j) = ef_k(j,i) \), such that if one adapts also the other adapts. A convergence parameter \( 0 < \mu_k \leq 0.5 \) describes how much agents adapt. For now let it be specific for the different features \( k \). If \( \mu_k = 0.5 \) then agents’ effective interaction on a feature leads to an agreement in the respective feature evaluations. The smaller \( \mu_k \) is, the less quickly they converge in their feature evaluations. Given two randomly chosen agents \( i \) and \( j \), equation 2 defines how agent \( i \) updates her feature evaluations and thus indirectly her attitude. The rule is symmetric for agent \( j \). Note that an agent’s attitude only changes if the two agents’ attitudes are sufficiently close and if their feature evaluations are sufficiently close.

\[
e_{i,k,t+1} = e_{i,k,t} - ef_k(i,j) \cdot \mu_k \cdot (e_{i,k,t} - e_{j,k,t})
\]

with \( ef_k(i,j) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } |a_{i,t} - a_{j,t}| < \varepsilon_a \land |e_{i,k,t} - e_{j,k,t}| < \varepsilon_f \\ 0 & \text{if } |a_{i,t} - a_{j,t}| \geq \varepsilon_a \lor |e_{i,k,t} - e_{j,k,t}| \geq \varepsilon_f \end{cases} \)

(2)

3 Get different by getting more alike

A first analysis of this model in an agent-based simulation has shown that there seems to be a tendency that agents can get more extreme attitudes although they communicate with agents that have on average less extreme attitudes (Urbig &
Malitz, 2005). However, there was no systematic analysis of this effect. Therefore, we now show that the process described in our model converges, keeps average attitudes and average feature evaluations constant, but attitudes may get more distant through an interaction.

Consider two interacting agents, agent 1 with attitude $a_{1,t}$ and agent 2 with attitude $a_{2,t}$. Without loss of generality let agent 2 have the more optimistic attitude, i.e. $a_{1,t} < a_{2,t}$. Let $C$ contain those features, on which the two agents adapt, i.e. $\forall 1 \leq k \leq K : |e_{1,k,t} - e_{2,k,t}| < \varepsilon_f$.

Because both agents’ updating processes are characterized by the same convergence parameter $\mu_k$, the mean of the corresponding impressions keep constant, i.e. $\frac{1}{2}(e_{1,k,t} + e_{2,k,t} + 1) = \frac{1}{2}(e_{1,k,t} + \mu_k \cdot (e_{2,k,t} - e_{1,k,t}) + 1, t + 1) + 1 + \mu_k \cdot (e_{1,k,t} - e_{2,k,t}))$, which finally translates into $\frac{1}{2}(e_{1,k,t} + e_{2,k,t})$. Because the attitude is the average of impressions also the average of all agents’ attitudes keeps constant. Although agents can get closer and can get more distant, these dynamics stabilize, which means that they do not move back and forwards for ever.3

The distance of two agents’ corresponding impressions never increases due to our definition of updating. However, the distance in attitudes can increase. This is not surprising if the updating process was not symmetric for two interacting agents, but in our model it is. One can easily show that the changes in attitudes of two interacting agents have the opposite sign (proof available on request). An increasing distance thus implies that the change in one agent’s attitude needs to have the opposite sign of the difference between own and the other agent’s attitude. The change in attitude of agent $i$ interacting with agent $j$ is given as $\frac{1}{n} \sum_{k \in C} \mu_k (e_{j,k,t} - e_{i,k,t})$. Because we assume that $a_{1,t} < a_{2,t}$, we need $0 > \frac{1}{n} \sum_{k \in C} \mu_k (e_{2,k,t} - e_{1,k,t})$ for having opposite signs. This implies that the two agents adapt on a feature where the order of their respective impressions is inversed compared to the order of their attitudes. Thus, the move of agent 1 has to have a different sign that the difference between the own and the other agent’s attitude.

Our further analysis will focus on a special case. For this we assume that the convergence parameter is equal for all features, i.e. $\mu_k = \mu$. We also look at the case of two features since it is much easier to illustrate than case with more features. For these two instantiations we can derive more precise criteria when agents get more distant while they interact: If the convergence parameter $\mu$ is equal for all features, i.e. $\mu_k = \mu$, then agents can only get more extreme if they do not compromise on at least one feature. This is easily show by contradiction:

3If agents adapt their feature evaluation towards another agent’s evaluation, then they assign the weight $1 - \mu_k$ to their own and $\mu_k$ to the other’s feature evaluation. Since agents are defined symmetrically, either both interaction partners adapt their evaluations or none of them. Therefore, (1) every agent always assign his own evaluation a weight larger than zero, (2) if an agent assigns a positive weight to another agent’s evaluations then this happen vice versa, and (3) all positive weights are always above or equal to $1 - \mu_k$. Hence, according to the stabilization theorem by Lorenz (2005) the process stabilizes in the feature evaluation space. Because the attitude space is just a mapping it stabilizes there as well.
Without loss of generality we assume that the second agent’s attitude is larger than the first agent’s attitude, i.e. $a_{2,t} > a_{1,t}$. Let the convergence parameter be equal for all features, i.e. $\mu_k = \mu$. If all feature evaluations are affected, then we can rewrite the above stated condition as follows $0 < -\sum_{k \in C} (e_{2,k,t} - e_{1,k,t}) = -\sum_{k=1}^{K} (e_{2,k,t} - e_{1,k,t}) = -\sum_{k=1}^{K} e_{2,k,t} + \sum_{k=1}^{K} e_{1,k,t}$. This leads to $a_{1,t} > a_{2,t}$, which contradicts our assumption about the initial relation between these two agents’ attitudes. From our analysis so far we can also conclude that if there are only two features, then two agents can only get more distant if they adapt on only one of the two features and this displays an inverse order compared to the attitudes.

4 Drifting to more extreme though balanced attitudes

Getting more distant by compromising is just a possibility and this effect might be wiped out in a population of interacting agents. Therefore we now look at the population level.

For analyzing our model in groups of interacting individuals there are several methods that could be applied. One is agent-based simulation that simulates populations of single agents, i.e. in every step one knows the attitudes of every single agent. We already did agent-based simulation on a similar model as introduced here and have recognized that exploring the full parameter space requires huge computational efforts (see Urbig & Malitz, 2005). Therefore we decided to numerically solve rate equations for analyzing the dynamics (Lorenz, 2006, calls this approach Interactive Markov Chains). Thus, we indirectly assume a population of infinite many agents, i.e. $N = \infty$, and in every step every agent gets a randomly chosen interaction partner and all could adapt in every step. The deviations have an impact, but it is rather small (see for instance for other models of the same class Deffuant & Huet, 2007 and compare Deffuant et al., 2000 with Ben-Naim et al., 2003).

We focus on a two-dimensional model. We define a discrete space of equidistant impressions or feature evaluations. They are labeled from 1 to $R$. The initial probability mass located in the two-dimensional feature evaluation space at point $i,j$ is given by $F_0(i,j)$ with $1 \leq i, j \leq R$. The two-dimensional feature evaluation space is mapped into the one-dimensional attitude space. Because the feature evaluations are discrete, also the attitude space is discrete with $2 \cdot R - 1$ levels. The probability mass in this space is given by $A_0(i)$ with $1 \leq i \leq 2R - 1$. The mapping from the feature evaluation space onto the attitude space is given by (3). It represents an averaging of the feature evaluations.

$$A_t(i) = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{x=1}^{i-1} F_t(x, i - x + 1) & \text{if } i \leq R \\
\sum_{x=1}^{R} F_t(x, R - x + 1) & \text{if } i > R 
\end{cases}$$

(3)

The left part of Figure 1 illustrates the mapping. For a better understanding we plot the isoquants for the attitudes; along these lines agents have the same attitude. The attitude increases the more one gets to the upper right corner.
On can easily see that there are more agents, i.e. a larger probability mass, for intermediate attitudes. The equally distributed feature evaluations translate into a triangular distribution in attitudes.

If we want to compare our model with one-dimensional models that assume initially equally distributed attitudes, then we have to make an equivalent assumption on our initial distribution. We thus manipulate the initial distribution in the feature evaluation space such that at the attitude level agents are equally distributed. The required distribution is illustrated in the middle plot of Figure 1. We need a distribution that emphasizes those areas that imply more extreme attitudes. Our analysis first considers equally distributed feature evaluations to be compatible with traditional models of multidimensional opinions and later compares it with the second case of equally distributed attitudes.

We now define the rate equation for our model. Remember, we assume two dimensions and agreement on all features where agents interact effectively, i.e $K = 2$ and $\mu_k = \mu = 0.5$. We assumed that feature evaluations are discrete. Thus, if two agents compromise they might want to compromise on a value that is exactly in between of two or four of the available values. In such cases we assume that they assign randomly to the respective values. Due to the geometry of the space, only three cases can happen: (1) agents’ new feature evaluations can be located at a single cell; (2) they are located on a border between two cells; (3) they are located at a corner, where four cells meet. In the first case we assume that the probability is 1.0 to move into this cell. If it is on a border, then the probability is 0.5 to get into either of two corresponding two cells. For cases when agents would be located at corners the probability is 0.25 to get into one of the four cells. Given this rule let us define two additional functions.

Function $d^+(i, j, x_1, y_1, x_2, y_2) \in \{0.25, 0.5, 1.0\}$ gives the probability that an agent maintains feature evaluations according to the cell $(x_1, y_1)$ and moves to cell $(i, j)$ due to an interaction with an agent from cell $(x_2, y_2)$. Furthermore, function $d^-(i, j, x, y) \in \{0.0, 1.0\}$ gives the probability that an agent from cell $(i, j)$ moves somewhere due to an interaction with an agent from cell $(x, y)$. Based on these two functions we now define a rate equation that describes how
the distribution of agents within the space of feature evaluations changes from one step to another.

\[ f_{t+1}(i,j) = f_t(i,j) + D_t^+(i,j) - D_t^-(i,j) \] with \( (4) \)

\[ D_t^-(i,j) = \sum_{x=1}^{R} \sum_{y=1}^{R} F_t(x,y) \cdot F_t(i,j) \cdot d^-(i,j,x,y) \]

\[ D_t^+(i,j) = \sum_{x_1=1}^{R} \sum_{y_1=1}^{R} \sum_{x_2=1}^{R} \sum_{y_2=1}^{R} F_t(x_1,y_1) \cdot F_t(x_2,y_2) \cdot d^+(i,j,x_1,y_1,x_2,y_2) \]

The sequential calculation of the rate equation is implemented in Java. It either stops after 500 steps or if the sum of all changes is smaller than \( 10^{-6} \). We also calculated arrows that roughly indicate the drifts within the multidimensional space. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the results of our analysis.

Figure 2 illustrates the distribution in the feature evaluation space for three steps and three different settings. We look at the second setting, where there is in fact no selective exposure at the attitude level. It gets closest to previously analyzed multidimensional dynamics. Because the condition at the attitude level is not restricting the dynamics at all, the dynamics are almost equal to those of two combined one-dimensional dynamics, see for instance the discussion by Fortunato et al. (2005). As Fortunato et al. (2005), we also observe the formation of four equally sized major clusters. Interesting to note, in this scenario agents might get more extreme, but on the population level this effect is wiped out.

If we look at the setting where the selective exposure is restricting the dynamics at both levels, we can indeed observe a drift to feature evaluations, where both features tend to be evaluated similarly and to more extreme attitudes. The difference to the previous case gets obvious in Figure 2. Obviously the selective exposure at the attitude level makes a difference. Right part of Figure 1 illustrates the reason. Agents from the dotted, squared, and striped areas succeed with respect to selective exposure at the attitude level. These restrictions together with the general limits at zero and one create the situation that there is a larger probability to be affected by a more extreme agent at a specific feature evaluation than to be affected by a more moderate agent.

In case that the selective exposure is not restricting the dynamics at the feature evaluation level, we end up with a dynamics that is close to a one-dimensional dynamics. Due to the selective exposure of 0.25 we might expect two clusters, but because the initial distribution is a triangular distribution there is a stronger tendency to form only one large central cluster. However, we observe two small minorities.

While Figure 2 only looks at the distribution in the feature evaluation space and only considers equally distributed initial feature evaluations, Figure 3 plots the evolution of distributions in the attitude space and additionally plots the results for settings, where the initial distribution of attribute evaluations are adjusted such that the initial attitudes are equally distributed.

For the case without a binding restriction at the feature evaluation level we observe a typical evolution of the attitude given that the initial attitudes are
equally distributed. For the case of no binding restriction on the attitude level we hypothesize that if equally distributed attitudes are assumed, we always end up with equally sized majorities.

In our last analysis (see Figure 4) we take a closer look at the case that the selective exposure is equal on both levels, at the attitude level and at the feature evaluation level, i.e. $\varepsilon_a = \varepsilon_f = \varepsilon$. We vary $\varepsilon$ between 0.1 and 0.8. This gives us a much better insight regarding the range of the parameter for selective exposure, where polarization or consensus can be expected. For creating the plot we did some transformations. For each distribution we normalized the values by dividing all cells by the maximum value of all cells. From Ben-Naim et al. (2003) we know that minorities are typically $3 \cdot 10^{-4}$, while majorities are much larger. We use the threshold 0.001 to discriminate between majorities and minorities. Doing this one should keep in mind that majorities can be rather small. And in fact, in some scenarios they get rather small, e.g. the central cluster or majorities

Fig. 2. Evolution of the distribution of attitudes in different scenarios: A: $\varepsilon_a = \varepsilon_f = 0.25$, B: $\varepsilon_a = 1.0$, $\varepsilon_f = 0.25$, and C: $\varepsilon_a = 0.25$, $\varepsilon_f = 1.0$
that are close to the extremes, where already at the beginning of the dynamics there are only small probability masses due to the triangular distribution. Since Figure 4 marks every majority with a dot, these very small majorities look like large majorities. In Figure 4 we observe that for the scenario where selective exposure works on all levels, polarization indeed appears for larger parameter values, $\varepsilon > 0.25$. If we consider equally distributed initial attitudes we even get polarization for some $\varepsilon > 0.35$.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we extended simple models of the social formation of attitude by the aspect of multidimensionality of single attitudes. We introduced the idea of hierarchical selective exposure, which means that when selecting interaction partners and issues first select at a rather general level and in case of selection they step-wise go down in the hierarchy to more specific partners or issues. This model removes a rather heroic assumption of previous models of multidimensional opinion dynamic models, which assume that before selecting a partner both partners have perfect knowledge about all of the other’s beliefs and atti-
Fig. 4. Bifurcation diagrams for varying $\varepsilon_a = \varepsilon_f$ from 0.1 to 0.8. Left: initially equally distributed feature evaluation, Right: initially equally distributed attitudes.

We have demonstrated that our extension can explain a systematic drift to more extreme attitudes. Polarization that was previously usually not expected for parameter of selective exposure beyond 0.25 can occur systematically for values way beyond this threshold.

For future work one could split the concept of impressions regarding features into beliefs about the presence of features and evaluations of these features. Agents might interact regarding both of these aspects. Agents could affect their beliefs without necessarily affecting their values assigned to specific attributes. Furthermore, applying this idea to more complex interaction rules, e.g. relative agreement model, would probably be of interest.
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